
Hi, I do apologise for the lateness of this err Spring newsletter, to start with there wasn’t 

much news! And then all of a sudden the action landed and it has just been non stop 

fabulousness since. You could say it’s been a Meon Whitewash!

You will see from the reports ( big thank you to all the writers of these) just what a 

splendidly busy and successful club Meon has become. We have had an amazing start to 

2022 and all you members are really pulling out the stops both in training and in the 

qualifiers. Its exciting, I feel inspired genuinely by you lot, and I hope you feel the same.

I could write something encouraging 

about getting out there, enjoying the 

longer mud-free, sunny, fly-free days,

but honestly you clearly already are…. 

Don’t forget to stay in touch, let us 

know what you, the members, want

from your club, ideas for socials,

training venues, member only events…

Also get in touch if you have professional

skills/resources we might be able to use

as a committee. Remember your club is

just run by volunteers, we need all the

help we can get.

Keep up the good work Meoners!

Corinne Staples  

corinnestaples@yahoo.co.uk
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Meon Riding Club AGM- Thurs 28th Oct 2021

Our AGM for last year was once again held on Zoom and 13 of us logged on to hear a 

detailed account from Andrea Bishop of the Clubs activities which had been sadly often hit by 

Covid restrictions and we had a good report from the Treasurer Jo Knight. The award 

ceremony was rather low key but the awards below were given and we congratulate all those 

who achieved them.

Andrea also announced that she would be stepping down at Chairman and I would like to 

take this opportunity to thank her for her years of service in the role. Andrea has worked 

tirelessly behind the scenes as well as in key roles at events and has always been our go to 

person for knowing what is what. I am so glad she is remaining on Committee to guide us in 

the coming year and me in particular in my new role.

Diane Williams

Chair MRC.

A Meon whitewash
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Meon 2021 Awards go to…..

Novice Challenge Award Outstanding performance at Novice Level (any discipline)

Tiffany Christer For her efforts as part of the SJ team which qualified and went to the 

Championships at Lincoln. 

Hawthorn Achievement Outstanding performance at Intermediate Level (any discipline) 

Margaret Hird For her placing at the Arena Eventing Championships at Aston-le-Walls

Macarthy Salver For the most improved member in training or competition

Joanne Munday Nominated by Penny for attending many training sessions/working really hard

Volunteer's Award 

Sara Grain For her hard work as helper at the SJ Championships at Lincoln. 

Arc en Spirit Award Outstanding performance in Dressage 

Freya Mileham Won her class at Summer Dressage

Simply Seamus Award Outstanding performance in Show Jumping 

Kerry Tyrrell National champion in 80cm class at Championships in Lincoln

Gem Cross Country Cup Outstanding performance in Cross Country 

Sue Crossley For attending the Arena Eventing Championships and being placed 4th in the 90  

Horse Trials Qualifier

Rose Seagrave Memorial Trophy For improvement in Dressage during the year 

Jo Knight For her progress from having done no dressage with Teddy, to what she is now achieving.

Veteran’s Cup For a club member over the age of 50 who has been consistent throughout the year

Barbara Wood For continuing to ride for Meon, coming 5th in the Elementary DTM at the Qualifier. 

Best Newcomer 

Juliet Hamm 4th in P2 at the Summer Qualifier and part of the SJ 

team that went to the Championships

Meon Open SJ 
Show
Left-Team Carrot 
Tops 
Right- Corinne and 
Nixie
Below left- Jo Young 
and Toby
Below right- Retro 
Riders
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Meon Open Show Jumping Show, Crofton 14th Nov 2021 by Corinne Staples

I decided this show was to be my new baby horse’s first ever show, months before the actual event, it 

gave me something to aim for, a goal was set and I was one of the very first entries…And I wasn’t the 

only one, another friend of mine, not a club member also choose this show for her pony’s return to the 

ring after a long period of rehab. She chose it because she said Meon club members are always so 

friendly to her, she didn’t want to feel pressured or judged, and she felt it was the right place for her 

comeback. We were both really pleased with our choice. Penny and her team of volunteers put on a 

fabulous friendly show, thank you!

My baby pony didn’t put a foot wrong, but I did, I managed to squeeze in an extra jump in the 60cm 

getting us eliminated, but stuck my driving glasses on for the 70cm, remembered the course and came 

away with 2nd! Our first show and first frilly!

Meon’s Christmas Night out!

This year we went to the Milburys in Cheriton, for 

food, skittles and a really good chin wag. 

Covid has put pay to most of our socials, even our

committee meetings have all been online, so it was really

good to see other Meoners in person. We had the place

to ourselves, we played 3 games of skittles, had a filling

dinner and then toasted ourselves in front of the roaring 

fire. Definitely one to repeat!

Novice Show Jumping Qualifier – Sunday 27th February at Moreton by Ony Rogers

Gold Team:  Kerry Tyrrell (Angel), Diane Williams (Hattie), Sharon Ede (Danny), Ony Rogers 

(Freddie)

Black Team:  Corinne Staples (Nixie), Laura Allmark (Stanley), Chloe Kennard (Storm)

Diane and I are used to getting up at stupid o’clock to get down to Moreton (near Dorchester) for early 

course walks.  This competition was different; the 80 team had late times.  First on was Kerry at nearly 

3pm, and the last one to jump had to wait until 5.15.  Would it be dark by then?!

As a result we were both ready rather early, and it made for a different day.  For a start, there was 

TRAFFIC on the road on the way down!  Notwithstanding we arrived in good time to walk the course.  

Kerry, Sharon, Diane and I carefully walked it, and were surprised that the last three fences had their 

numbers positioned centrally in front of the jumps.  Clearly none of us had read the new rules, which 

stipulate that we only had to jump nine jumps in round one, and then the same nine jumps (so helpful 

for people with senile dementia like me) plus the extra three in the second round.  By then, the numbers 

were in the correct place at the right hand side, much to Diane’s relief.  I actually thought that a central 

number on the ground line would help Freddie clear the fences, and was a bit disappointed when they 

were moved!

(continued next page)
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First to go was Kerry, who was a little pessimistic, saying that Angel hadn’t jumped since November.  

No-one need have worried though, as she flew round faultlessly for clear.  Freds and I were next, 

and, somewhat over-caffeinated from a Costa on the way down, I entered the ring with heart 

palpitations, only to be banged out of the plate by a naughty spook at the photographer, after the 

bell had gone.  I managed to get my foot back in the stirrup in time and amazingly managed only 

four faults, despite riding like a total fairy and nearly getting fence 6 badly wrong.  Diane and Hattie 

were next.  Hattie was a little unenthusiastic (possibly due to the unfamiliar sunny weather), and, 

very uncharacteristically for her, had a pole at fence four.  Not to be outdone in the four faults club, 

Sharon and Danny tipped a pole out (was it the last fence?).  So, the team was on eight.  

The second round was bigger and longer (see the interesting new rules, above).  But we had the 

benefit of having jumped the first nine fences already.  What could go wrong?  Amazingly, we all 

jumped round clear.  That left us still on eight faults.  Not good enough to be placed, we thought.

The Black team did fantastically well, with only three in the team and Corinne’s Nixie, aged only six, 

jumping double clear.  Corinne has put in a lot of time and patience with this mare, who is coming 

on in leaps and bounds.  Both Laura and Chloe also jumped clear in round one, with the second 

round bringing Laura a very unlucky pole at the last fence, and eight faults for Chloe.

Finally the results were announced.  To our astonishment, Meon Gold had won!  Meon Black were 

second!  A good result for Meon.  Kerry and Angel had won individually – big congratulations to 

them.  Not bad for no practice!   Corinne and Nixie came 5th individually; a most commendable 

achievement for a new partnership.

Many thanks to Team Manager Corinne for all her organising (as well as competing) and to Sara 

Grain, our fabulous helper, who stepped in at the last minute and drove all the way to Moreton to 

support us.
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80s winners (above)
Clockwise from top left, Chloe, 
Ony, Corinne, Laura
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Novice SJ Qualifier by Chloe Kennard 

As a new member of Meon I decided what better way to meet new people then the first thing to do is 

turn up to the novice area sj qualifier at Moreton with a very muddy pony! Some would wonder *Had I 

lost my mind?!*

On arrival I saw members with Meon saddle pads so went over and said hi, walked the course and 

wished my fellow members good luck. Had a lovely time watching a few of our members then it was my 

time. Put my big girl pants on (having not competed SJ in over 2 years) and rode a steady clear first 

round. In fact it turned out my team of 3 all did a clear first round. Then it was time for round 2 and 

unfortunately I got a cheeky 8 faults, but the course was flowing and we came out chuffed as there were 

lots of nice bits! Once finished both Meon teams chatted and hung around for the results to find out my 

team were 2nd and other Meon team won! What a great way to meet new members, no pressure just 

turn up, have fun and be social! Everyone was so lovely and welcoming, it was such a chilled out day. If 

your tempted but don't feel you can, just put those big pants on for a day and you'll have a lovely day 

out 🙂

Intermediate SJ Qualifier, 6th March, Moreton, by Sam and Alex Noyce

Well it’s been about 6 years since we were last members and seeing all the fun stuff the Meoners have 

been up to made us re-join again this year.

It was only supposed to be Sam and Tulla jumping and joining Sharon Veal and Shirley Medgett 

however, Chloe Kennard had to work at the last minute and Alex and Lexus had to step in.

The day started at 4.30 am and we were on the road for 6.30 am for a nice steady journey down to 

Moreton. It was the first event of the season for us and were very lucky to have a quick practice on the 

Thursday night with Jasmine Collins which, Chloe kindly arranged for us. The prospect of jumping a 1m 

course was a bit daunting for the first event of the year with Lexus not competing for 2 years due major 

colic surgery and a twinge to a ligament.

It was very cold down in Dorset so we all had our layers on. I'm not sure we were as prepared for the 

cold as well as we could been but the sun soon came out.

We all walked the first course together and it was quite inviting, Sharon was first to jump and she of 

course did a fantastic clear on the amazing Danny. Next up was Sam and Tulla, another clear. Then 

third to go was Lexus and yet another clear. Last to jump was Shirley and Harry. Let’s just say it was 

another clear and certainly very speedy, in fact so fast she straight out the entrance after the last fence 

Corinne was on gate duty so she was able to film all the rounds for us and the social media reports 

updated. We then had the chance to walk the final course, which again we did together. It’s safe to say 

they were certainly up to height with some good galloping stretches.

Sharon went first and only had 1 pole in the jump off, Alex and Lexus jumped next with 1 pole at the 

first double but clear on the jump off section. Sam unfortunately had a pole in the jump off after a rather 

keen Tulla wanted to jump at break neck speed. Last to jump with the best round was Shirley and Harry, 

a super clear in a super quick time.

Whilst we waited for our times to jump we did watch the other teams jump and there were certainly 

plenty of clears with good times. So, we thought with 3 poles between us after 8 rounds we were likely 

to get placed but some teams had some cracking rounds and times so we weren’t that confident.

We started to get packed up as our leisure battery exploded on our lorry on the way down to Moreton 

and we had recovery coming to get the lorry and ponies home. Corinne called us to come to the 

secretaries office as we had been placed, we asked had we done well and she said you better come 

over…..

(Continued next page)
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To our astonishment we had only gone and won and beat everyone. Shirley was also individual 

4th with Harry as well.

Thank you to everyone for such a welcoming event for us and we look forward to representing 

Meon at other events in the future.

A special thank you for Corinne for organising the team and trusting us to be members when she 

hadn’t even seen us jump. Also a special thank you to Shirley for washing all the numnahs as 

well.

from left- Alex, 90s winners, Sharon

Arena Eventing Championship 11th March, by Diane Williams

Well the weather wasn't looking great on the morning of the Championship, but at least it wasn't 

an early start like last year. Sharon Ede and I met at Margaret's for a quick coffee before leaving 

for Aston Le Walls, Princess was already loaded and snoozing on the trailer. We got going at 

11am ish when it was almost dry but soon the rain set in which didn't fill us with joy.

On arrival we tried to park on the hardstanding carpark near the arenas (we had been so lucky to 

get in there last year, the other carparks are a long walk away and on grass) but the security 

guard, or rather the parking helper, was having none of it until he eventually buckled under the 

weight of Margaret's persistent pleas. He said in a clandestine voice "I’m not here, and if you park 

over there I didn't see a thing" He narrowly missed being kissed for his kindness. 

We arrived just after 2pm so had time for a cuppa before watching a few rounds before the course 

walk at 2.30. Annoyingly the rain had set up camp for the day so we pulled on coats, waterproofs 

and our best grim determination. We only had 15 mins to walk the course, so a quick trot around 

the jumps with Sharon and I keeping our gasps of horror at the huge jumps to ourselves. They 

were full up!
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Back to the car for a bite to eat for Sharon and I, while Margaret sorted Princess out, and the rain 

came down harder. Through the fogged up and rain streaked windows I noticed several refusals and 

a fall in the show jumping arena.

Sharon and I headed for the viewing mound which had been upgraded with a gravel top and seats 

and Margaret headed for the warm up arena.

Margaret was the very last to go, the rain had eased, and Princess was looking up for it. Princess 

took on all the show jumps with her usual ease and then headed to the xc arena. Margaret had a 

moment of doubt going into the water as she wasn't sure if she was supposed to jump in (we were 

mentally screaming "No!" ) but fortunately she chose the ramp down and step up out. The xc jumps 

flowed as well as the show jumps and Margaret stepped up the pace but kept a lovely rhythm. The 

last jump was the oddly angled joker and it had caught lots of riders out, but Margaret corrected the 

approach line, gave Princess a final check to remind her to pick her hooves up and it was all over. A 

double clear in a good time and left them in14th place out of over 90 riders. Margaret called out in 

relief and joy, that would be the last time...but I seem to remember that she said that last year...Our 

Legends that are Margaret and Princess had been amazing again.

Intermediate Dressage Qualifier – Crofton Manor 19/03/22 by Oonagh McGibbon

This was my first time being the official team manager at a BRC qualifier, so I was thrilled to be kept 

very busy with four full teams and four individual riders. Clipboard and 12 Meon saddlecloths at the 

ready, I arrived at Crofton around 8.30am, giving plenty of time to locate the first few riders. I soon 

found Juliet Hamm in the lorry park and after a quick scratch on the nose for her lovely boy Grey 

Alley it was time to introduce myself to new member Jenna Stairs and her beautiful mare Flax Lodge 

Ebony. Once she was safely tacked up it was over to the warm up to be tack checked by our very 

own Sharon Veal (thank you again to Sharon for giving up your Saturday morning to help us!), after 

realising she hadn’t got her hat tagged it was a slightly mad dash for Jenna to run to the secretaries. 

Meanwhile, Ebony stood with me completely cool as a cucumber. Jenna returned with plenty of time 

to warm up and then she was first in for Meon Gems riding Novice 27, she rode a lovely test and 

scored a fantastic 66.25% - a fabulous debut for the club, well done Jenna. 

Next up was Juliet riding Prelim 14 for Meon Diamonds. Juliet had somewhat been ‘encouraged’ by 

me to volunteer for the teams in the first place, as I remembered she had been brilliant at the summer 

dressage the previous year. Juliet was full of excuses before she even began about “dressage is our 

worst phase”, however she rode another fantastic test as I expected and scored an equally fantastic 

65.96%. Is it perhaps time to admit that dressage might also be your thing Juliet?! Either way you 

know I’ll be after you again!

Nicki Whiddett and her gorgeous pony Hollybrooke Sandpiper were next to go, riding Novice 27 for 

Meon Stars. A really sweet test earned them 64.46% in a very tough scoring class. Well done Nicki! 

Shortly after Nicki’s test new member Chloe Kennard arrived with her boy Kilncopse Storm. Although 

Chloe has already made a cracking start to her Meon career and has been out and about in several 

different teams, so it seems strange to describe her as a new member! She rode a lovely test for 

Meon Stars in the Prelim 14 to score 65.96%. 

A beaming Helen Bainbridge was spotted from afar in the lorry park so I rushed over to give her a big 

hug. We are old friends and my horse Beetle and her amazing pony Harley used to be next door 

neighbours, so it was lovely to have a catch up with her and the lovely Kevin Bainbridge (transport 

and catering for team Harley!). Helen and Harley put in their usual cracking performance to score an 

incredible 68.39% in the Novice 27 for Meon Diamonds. She also competed as an individual in the 

Novice 34, another really lovely test to score 65.24%.

Next in for Meon Gems was last minute replacement Rowenna Gordon and Longslade Denmark 

(who’s stable name is also Harley I believe!). Rowenna very kindly stepped up to replace Freya 

Mileham who unfortunately had an issue with her vaccination dates that we didn’t spot. A lovely test 

earned her a very respectable 62.88% in Prelim 14, I’m even more impressed that Rowenna not only 

competed for us but then rushed over to Bowlake to compete again in another dressage competition 

– she must’ve been exhausted!
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(continued) I quickly had time to grab a bacon sandwich, before the mad flurry of Meon riders to go 

after lunch. The first of which was Georgina Marks and her gorgeous young mare I’m A Cracker 

riding Novice 34 for Meon Gems. She pulled out her usual high standard and rode a fabulous test. 

Due to extremely harsh scoring I know Georgina was a little disappointed with her score of 67.14% 

as she has been doing exceptionally well with Cracker at affiliated events, but I think it’s safe to say 

they are an extremely exciting combination for the future. What do judges know anyway?! 

Kerry Tyrrell and Himoons Spellbound were next to go, riding Elementary 44 for Meon Gems. Her 

and Bucket gave their usual foot perfect performance to score 66.20%. It was lovely to see Kerry’s 

mum Mary Brown as always – even if I did accidentally scare the life out of her by the warm up! 

Shortly after Kerry was Ruth Evans and The Ritz riding Novice 34. A couple of unfortunate out of 

character bucking moments from Ritz lost them a few marks, but the rest of the test was beautiful 

and still scored a very respectable 64.29% for Meon Diamonds. 

Next to ride in the individual Novice 34 was Sarah Jennings and Secret Shot. Sarah had introduced 

me to her gorgeous boy (stable name Ropey) in her lorry earlier in the day and he really is lovely! 

Sarah rode a great test for 65.48%. Meanwhile Sam McEwan was riding in the other arena at the 

same time with her stunning youngster Shaq O’Neal. Unfortunately, as I was calling for Sarah, Sam 

was the only rider all day I didn’t manage to watch! I know Sam had her own support team with her 

and their encouragement helped her to get a fantastic 67.14% in the Novice 34 for Meon Stars. 

Genevieve Lodge was the last of the individuals riding Novice 34 to go with her gorgeous 

Bambajazz. She rode a lovely relaxed test to score 67.62% and individual 6th place! Next was 

Sarah Jennings again, this time for her team test Elementary 44 for Meon Stars. She rode a lovely 

test although I think Sarah was disappointed with elements of it. She scored 63.60% but I thought 

she deserved more. Immediately after Sarah was Gen riding her team test this time, also 

Elementary 44 for Meon Diamonds. Jazz danced another amazing test and they scored 65.40%.

Finally, last to go of the entire day was Kerry Tyrrell and Bucket again, this time riding Medium 71 

as an individual in the ‘pick your own’ class. Kerry rode yet another beautiful test, with just one very 

near navigational error that was corrected at the last minute. She forgot to listen to my instructions, 

but luckily remembered to turn the right way just in time! She scored an incredible 65% and won 

the class automatically qualifying her for the championships. Well done Kerry. 

Despite consistently brilliant scores across the board for all Meon competitors, it was extremely stiff 

competition and the results were so tight. Meon Diamonds came 3rd in the overall team competition 

(Juliet, Helen, Ruth and Genevieve) and were invited to the Championships as a wildcard team. 

Unfortunately, Helen was unable to attend the championships for personal reasons so Sarah 

Jennings stepped up to take her place.

After calling 12 tests against the famous Crofton winds throughout the day, it was safe to say my 

voice needed a rest just as much as my body! But it was a thoroughly enjoyable and successful 

day for Meon and I was so proud of each and every rider. Bring on the summer dressage! 

Rider Pilates by Jan Desty

On 23rd February nine  MRC members arrived apprehensively at West Meon hall for their first 

Pilates session with Ali Hinchington. Ali arrived with an interesting collection of mats, inflatable 

balls & resistance bands in an array of colours. I for one wondered what I had let myself in for, as 

although reasonably fit I have not attended any kind of classes since yoga many years ago.

I need not have worried as Ali guided us gently through several stretches & movements with 

names such as Pelvic Tilts, The C curve & The Clamshell. Although at times I felt “The Burn” in hip 

flexors , glutes & hamstrings, the next day I had no aches or pains which surprised me.

We have a lovely friendly group varying in age from 20’s to 70’s & there is friendly banter as we 

attempt some new positions. We have even started to train Ali to give us balls & bands to co-

ordinate our varied outfits. Anything comfortable is acceptable .

It has been lovely to see some faces that I have not seen for some time & I am hoping that there 

will be further courses.
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Left-Tasha and Billie                                                          

XC TRAINING by Tasha Knight

With the event season here, there’s nothing I’m excited for 

more than galloping around a cross country field with my 

partner in crime! The feeling is like that of no other, just 

you and your horse looking for the next jump. I can 

imagine you’re picturing it just as much as I am. 

Unfortunately, life doesn’t always end up like our dreams 

though, I know that extremely well. My first ever ODE (One 

Day Event) went nothing like expected, as Billy and I found 

as we were eliminated in three different ways (I didn’t even 

know that was possible!) Georgina took me around the 

course help me learn how to walk it and tips along the 

way. We got ready for dressage, a nice averagely scored 

test, and show jumping, a nice round just to tap one pole. 

Bill and I made it to the start box after warming up and the 

man counted down 5,4,3,2,1, go and off I went to the first, 

Billy took one look at an Astro turf covered roll top, 

slammed the breaks on and off I came over his head –

ouch! The course very kindly let us continue so I got back 

on and got over it eventually. We ended up finishing the 

course in double the optimum time (elimination 1), 4 

refusals (elimination 2) and 1 fall (elimination 3) – as you 

can imagine not the round I had previously dreamed of. 

After that event I was determined, we were going to get 

better at this XC thing. We booked lots of training with 

Georgina at lots of different venues to build our experience 

and some confidence. We had a brilliant summer that year 

going out and doing all sorts of things before having 

another go the following year. Only after training do I 

understand what Georgina was trying to tell me on that 

course walk, all about the different type of canters for 

different types of jumps – I had no clue! Don’t get me 

wrong, we’re still not the best at cross country but with the 

help of our fabulous instructor we are doing pretty dam 

well. And despite XC not being our best area, it is definitely 

the most fun – I mean who would disagree? If you’re 

working towards a competition or even if you aren’t, I 

would encourage you to come and join us one of our 

training clinics. If there’s one thing I’ve learnt its that you 

can never have enough training – or in my case maybe at 

least one would have helped!

We have lots of fabulous clinics, with different venues to 

try. Our instructors will work with you and your horse to get 

the best out of the training. Please get booked on!

Above-
champ 80 
winners!!
( see next 
page)

Right-
Kerry
Below-
Diane
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Winter Novice Show Jumping Champs 26TH March, Arena UK – Grantham by Joey Rogers

What a weekend! Multiple victories!!  Not only did they WIN, but more impressively NONE of the 

team managed to lose their glasses!!  I spent the weekend finding glasses EVERYWHERE!  On the 

ramp, on the floor under the trailer, on the car, thrown into the trailer; to name a few suspect 

locations.  None quite as funny as when I found Sharon’s glasses underneath her back wheel!! 

Glasses supervision duty was one of my many responsibilities.  As the team had no consideration 

for their glasses, they were able to completely focus on what they came here to do.  WINNING the 

champs!!  They and their horses were absolutely amazing - the BEST in fact!!  We couldn’t have 

asked for more!  Clear rounds, clear skies and so many laughs.  Those little horses jumped their 

socks off with the most exceptional March weather- sunny with a gentle breeze!  To top it all off we 

had the most fantastic Airbnb too!  Warm, welcoming, clean and comfortable.  A fun filled, full on 

weekend.  Worth every second!

Despite the weekend turning out BALMY for us.. We weren’t without our bumps in the road to get 

there.  On Friday morning Ony managed to tweak her left foot (an old injury) somehow whilst 

removing her welly up at the yard. Trying to pack a car, trailer, get your horse ready, drive 5 hours 

up north to a competition for a weekend away, whilst hobbling around on one foot was far from ideal. 

The pain was making her nearly vomit/pass out, so it really wasn’t looking good.  We managed to 

dose her up with pain killers, and she gave her foot a rest on way up; as luckily she drives an 

automatic.  We collected Diane and Hattie, loaded the car full, packed loads of picnic and were off!

Hattie and Freds were so good!  Merrily munching hay all the way, waiting patiently whilst we 

stopped for wees and coffees.   Arriving at Arena UK, we settled Freds and Hattie in and met up with 

teammates Sharon and Kerry.  After a long drive, meeting up with the team, getting stables ready 

and horses sorted, we set off in search for our Airbnb.  The Garden Rooms was the PERFECT place 

for the four of us, Sharon, Diane, Ony and me.  Kerry stayed with her mum elsewhere, with an 

extremely hard bed!  Luckily I had already made our supper and brought it, as we got in at about 

8pm.  I made us a sweet potato, chickpea and spinach curry, and brownies for pud!  Hot drinks in 

hand, we all prayed that Ony’s foot was going to “cheer up” overnight and not let her down 

tomorrow!!

Saturday 26th March. In the morning, Diane, O and I made sure to avoid Sharon’s dubious tea 

making so made our own cups before heading up to the stables. There was nervous excitement 

amongst the team!  Our prayers had obviously worked as O had SOME sort of function in her foot!  It 

was by no means BETTER.  But, let’s just say it was functioning... You need to be tough and mad in 

equal measures to be a horsey woman!  Needless to say this was an absolute blessing, and who 

knows for how long it would last!  We mucked out, grazed ponies, walked (and shuffled carefully) 

both courses a few times. We had time after this to drink coffee, eat a hot cross bun, and watch 

some rounds of the 70 before getting the horses ready.  We plaited Freddie as he snoozed (kind of 

him) in the warm sunshine.  We asked him not to roll... But he didn’t listen to that!  After picking 

shavings out of his plaits we got him ready and got Ony on.  Freddie, Hattie and Danny all jumped 

their socks off- double clear for all, with one fence down in the jump off each.  Kerry flew round until 

fence 10, where the number had blown down, so she got muddled, jumped it but then lost where 

she was, so ended up missing out fence 11 and got eliminated.  We were all so disappointed for her!  

Seeing as she normally wins everything! Kerry was such a great teammate.  A complete 

professional!  Who was able to laugh at herself, as well as bringing so many laughs and endless 

support to the team.  She decided though that as she was eliminated she and her mum would get 

going as they had a long drive home.
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The girls untacked, unplaited and sorted their horses out.  We were trying to see the scores online, 

but it wasn’t very clear! So I spent a while running between the main indoor arena and the secretary’s 

cabin for more info!  Hours after they had jumped, there was news of a jump off between two teams… 

after some more detective work I found out that Meon were going to be in the jump off!  Re-tacking 

and getting back on, they made their way over to the indoor arena.  I had also managed to find the 

course builder, Nick, who told me which jumps were going to be in the jump off.   A few practice 

fences and LOTS of chanting the numbers, 11, 4, 5a&b, 9, 3,12 - the jump off fence numbers, and 

they were ready.  The other team were younger with lots of energy  (Meon were looking a bit weary 

and sweary by now), and they made some mistakes.  One fall, some stops, a few poles.  The Meon 

team, with much more age /experience, jumped carefully.  Ony had 1 time penalty and Diane went 

clear and Sharon had two poles.  But it was more than enough!  They WON!  So much excitement!  I 

was so thrilled for them!! We untacked for good this time, tucking them into their stables with plenty of 

hay.  The team collected their rosettes, sashes, box of goodies and a silver plate, as they were 

instructed to jump in the air for a boomerang for the BRC Instagram page!

We whizzed back to our Airbnb, to drink some pink fizz at high speed before heading to the local pub 

for our supper booking.  Sunday morning, I grazed a very lively Freddie, who was up for going again!  

We got stables mucked out and sorted, car packed, and photos bought.  Hugs goodbye to Sharon 

and her teabag mountain in her driver’s door,  and we were on our way home!

(PS from Team Meon – huge thanks to Joey for all her amazing support. We couldn’t have done it 

without you, and we would be three sets of specs depleted too.)

left- Sharon  below- Ony

Combined Training Qualifier, Sparsholt, 3rd April by Tiffany Christer

The CT was a wonderful social and welcoming event. Everyone was buzzing and catching up 

throughout the day – was sooo good to see so many familiar faces!

The 2 fluffies (Hattie and Gilda) seemed very happy to be there too.

Alex was the first competitor to kick start the day, a brief introduction in the car park in the form of a 

bombardment question from me to check what I thought was the end of our test was indeed correct 

(Sorry Alex! I’ll say proper hello next time! LOL) and she rode a lovely test.

Claire shortly followed on Magnus and I was watching as much as I could from the warm up ring. 

They did a good dressage test, he was just a little tense and spooky – new venue for him but she 

rode very well.
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(continued)

Gilda warmed up BEAUTIFULLY! I was very pleased, then as soon as we got into the dressage 

ring it all went a bit sideways haha, lesson learnt for me is to focus less on the test itself and just 

ride properly! Gilda was hilarious in some of the professional photos, too busy getting her ‘good’ 

side looking at the photographer than concentrating (LOL!) she found the boxes a bit scary and the 

jumps stacked in the corner was an area to avoid…

Between the dressage and SJ I watched a few other tests and had good catch up with various 

other members.

Then we were on to Show jumping, this was an indoor arena and my mission was to keep Gilda in 

canter the entire way (as she backs off to look at things, particularly in an indoor school) well we 

successfully managed that and just had one unfortunate pole down at the last jump!! Such a 

shame! It wasn’t our best outing but I was pleased regardless. I was pleased to hear Magnus had a 

lovely fluid round and went clear!!

I missed Hattie’s dressage as was getting ready for the SJ at the time but did hear Hattie shouting 

hello once or twice (whoops!). I managed to watch her SJ round and she was flying!! Clear also! 

Chloe and Margaret completed our team. Unfortunately, I completed missed their rounds but they 

must have done well and our team placed 5th.

The funniest part of the day had to be Jo in the car part between dressage and SJ, talking about 

keeping clean for Toby to sneeze all over her!!!! Haha – I believe there is photo evidence.

As always, lots learned and another wonderful day with such fab people!

Combined Challenge Qualifier, 10th April, Moreton

by Jo Young

Another lovely Meon day at Moreton for our first ever 

Combined Challenge qualifier. Yellow and black silks (the 

word “silk” perhaps a misnomer… I am using the term 

loosely) were everywhere you looked - and the tannoy kept 

announcing “Another competitor for Team Meon xxxx”. That 

feeling of team is everything our club is about and it’s 

wonderful!

It was a long hilly course with 17 jumping efforts - with quite 

a fast time. Moreton rides well and it’s a lovely course but 

quite punishing for the horses, they need to be fit! Team 

Meon Blazes (80cm) did some fabulous riding to take the 

top spot so Margaret, Sharon, Ony and Kerry are off to the 

Champs - can our Champion show jumpers Ony, Kerry and 

Sharon make it a double?

Team Meon Dapples (80cm) also had some lovely rounds 

from Daniel, Diane and Tiff (mine was happy and forward 

but came with a bigger scoreline than I’d have liked) - such 

a shame about the satnav error which took the team out of 

the frillies this time. Next time!!!

A massive thank you to Dianne our team organiser - and 

also to Oonagh for being our helper for the day which 

enables the rest of us to take part. GO MEON!

Left 
snotty 
Jo!

Below
80s CC 
winners 
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More photos from the CC. Top left -80s riders, top right -Sara waving
Above left- Kerry also waving! Above right- 70s team of Louisa, Sara and 
Juliett, who came 3rd! Well done! Left- Jo, below- Sara, right- Louisa

Phew I hear you cry! ( well you are lucky as there is more but that can wait…..)

In the mean time important things now…

Dates for the Diary

19th June -Horse Trials Qualifier, Moreton- CALL FOR TEAMS NOW, see Meon website for form

3rd July -Summer Dressage Qualifier, Brockenhurst- Call for teams very soon!

5-7th Aug -Horse Trials Championship

14th Aug- Dressage to Music Qualifier, Woodington- time to get practicing! 

3-4th Sept -National Championships, Lincolnshire

16th OCT- MEON RC ARE HOSTING THE NOVICE WINTER DRESSAGE QUALIFIER CROFTON

19th November Meon Open SJ show, Crofton

Please check our website and Facebook for our fabulous training dates, we have flatwork, 

polework, SJ, xc and other exciting things being planned!. We have the 2 day Rogate clinic 

14/15th June with spaces still. This is a fabulous clinic for all abilities, don’t miss out!

Am sure I’ve forgotten something but never mind. Take care Meoners.


